TOMORROW
By Arthur Izanone

Morde

Again we have before us the sky’s
news from another country.

The day’s news! A man killed his
wife—a woman killed her husband. In
England they would hang them both.
Here they will kill the latter (they may
never be arrested) and the woman will
make $500,000 out of the publicity. Some-
ting ought to be done about it. Here I
have been working for the worker. And
again, what do we see?

TOMORROW

FIRST IN AMERICA—Exclusive Wired Photographs
from any part of the country to the DAILY TECH
exactly 24 hours ahead of time. Wherever the
news breaks, The TECH can now get the pictures before the
news breaks.

Tomorvon's Pictures

The Tech announces a new photo service—tomorrow's pictures with
today’s news—consistent with its policy of giving the news before it
breaks.

This new service is made possible by the inventive genius of a Tech-
tutor, a device called the photofutuamera is brought where
the newscaster, the news forecaster, indicated an important
and successful event.

The photofutuamera (as its inventor affectionately calls it) broadcasts the
exclusive pictures to the public for the first time.

Tomorrow's Exclusive Wired Photographs

This exclusive picture which came in last evening on the Daily Tech
photofutuamera is brought to the Tech tomorrow in the Compton Cup race.

Uncover Bomb Plot

NEWS FLASH! Kobe, May 1 (Op) — Last night at 1:30 o'clock, Stephen
Kruginsky, age-long enemy of the
international police, was hammed in
and served by a local posse at his
hang-out; on the outskirts of Kobe,
Mass.

The accompanying wire-photo of
Krivinsky, for fifteen years an au-
toritative promoter of revolutions in
Russia, is a clean sheet of thirty-
twelve square inches over the next
morning's newspaper.

The Russian secret agent has
done much to give scurrilous periodicals
a firm foundation in the United
States. It was revealed last night that
Stalinovsky, a friend of
Krivinsky, was just preparing to
send out a party to plant a bomb in
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
ology in preparation for their an-
nual Open House, on May 2, when
he (Cowled on page 6).

Above is a picture which came in on the photofutuamera last night
in the direction of the Tech Dorms. Read the Daily Tech tomorrow
for complete news story as soon as it breaks.